
Ø 4 synthetic datasets designed to test ability of methods to capture subgraph properties. 
Binned values of each metric serve as subgraph labels

Ø 4 real world datasets that consist of a base graph and subgraphs with associated 
labels. HPO-METAB and HPO-NEURO are clinical diagnostic tasks that ask the 
following: what is the subcategory of metabolic/neurological disease consistent with the 
phenotypes (i.e. phenotype subgraph)?

Ø We compare against 7 baselines that represent common approaches to encode 
subgraphs, but that fail to encode all subgraph topology.

Ø We find that SubGNN outperforms baselines by an average of 77% on synthetic and 
125% on real-world datasets and that SubGNN channels encode their intended 
properties.
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Message Passing at 
Subgraph-Level

Property-Aware 
Routing Channels

Our Solution: SubGNNMotivation

Limited existing work on subgraph representation 
learning 
Subgraphs present unique challenges for
representation learning that do not exist for nodes 
or entire graphs

Strong performance on 8 novel tasks for subgraph prediction

Ablation study over SubGNN channels on 4 synthetic datasets

Ø SubGNN learns subgraph representations in a hierarchical fashion by 
propagating neural messages from anchor patches sampled 
throughout the graph to subgraph components and aggregating the 
resulting representations into a final subgraph embedding 

Ø SubGNN specifies three channels, each designed to capture a 
distinct property: position, neighborhood, structure

Ø Message passing occurs separately within each channel: messages 
are sent from anchor patches and weighted by a property-specific 
similarity function

Ø Each channel x has three key elements:

Ø Sampling function φx to sample anchor patches (helper 
subgraphs randomly sampled from G)

Ø Anchor patch encoder 𝜓x to embed the anchor patches
Ø Similarity function 𝛾x to weight messages sent from anchor 

patches to connected components

Project Website: https://zitniklab.hms.harvard.edu/projects/SubGNN

§ Need to jointly predict over structures of varying size
§ Subgraphs can be localized or distributed throughout

the graph

§ Subgraphs have rich topology and connectivity 
patterns, both internally & externally with the rest of G

Localized Distributed

Open Questions
How to represent subgraphs that comprise of 

multiple disparate components?
How to represent rich internal and border 

subgraph topology?

Micro F1 on Synthetic Datasets

Micro F1 on Real-World Datasets

Standard deviations from runs with 10 random seeds

Goal: Learn a representation of each subgraph Si such 
that the likelihood of preserving properties of Si is 
maximized in the embedding space

Channels designed to encode relevant properties yield best performance 
(e.g. structure channel performs best on DENSITY (internal structure dataset)


